159 WEST 10TH STREET (PRE-1845)
159 West 10th Street/aka 188
Waverly Place was built as a row
house in 1826. Originally the first floor
of the structure was home to a dry
goods store, but by 1864 it housed a
bar. It has done so without interruption
to this day, making it one of the oldest
continuously operating bars in New
York City.
By the 1950s, the bar, then known
as Julius’, had begun to attract gay
customers, which also makes it the
oldest gay bar in New York City.
At the time, however, State Liquor
Authority (SLA) rules prohibited
bars from serving gay people or
from becoming a gathering place for
homosexuals, and so by necessity that
identity was kept somewhat obscure.
In 1966, however, an early gay rights
organization, the Mattachine Society,
decided to challenge these rules
which essentially criminalized gay
people, prevented them from openly
gathering together, and forced gay
bars to be clandestine, be run by
the mob, subjected to constant
harassment by the police, and/or bribe
authorities to remain in business.
On April 21, three gay Mattachine
members organized a “Sip-In” (a
variation on the ubiquitous “sit-ins”
which took place across the country to
fight for African-American civil rights),
to challenge these discriminatory
regulations. At Julius,’ which had
recently been raided by the police,
the bartender refused to serve the
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three after they stated that they were
homosexuals. The event, caught on
film and pre-dating the nearby 1969
Stonewall Riots, marked a critical
moment in LGBT history, beginning
a new era of activism and helping to
dismantle rules which criminalized
public gathering spaces for LGBT
people.
Each year in April, Julius’ Bar
holds a celebration to mark the
anniversary of the Sip-in.
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